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Abstract: The air transport has suffered a remarkable
transformation over the past decade. Thewaywe travel to-
day is quite different from how we did ten years ago. Due
to the rise of low cost carriers, themarket of air transporta-
tion has been constantly changing and presently witness-
ing the transformation of legacy carriers in order to man-
age to continue operating.
Themain purpose of this work is to show the differences in
efficiency for different performance areas on a case study
comprised of six different airline carriers, legacy and low
cost, using a Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDA) tool -
Measuring Attractiveness by a Category Based Evaluation
Technique (MACBETH).
With the results obtained in this study, it is expected to
show the work that is being carried out to obtain a model
that would measure the efficiency of one or various airline
companies in a defined period of time, using a set of per-
formance indicators, to which specialists in the area pre-
viously have given weights.
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1 Introduction
The Global Air Traffic has shown a continuous growth in
the last decade. It is expected that by 2030 the number of
transported passengers will reach 6.4 billion passengers.

Also the competition between airlines, has been in-
creasing. The Low Cost Carriers (LCCs) have had a major
role in this. In Europe, LCCs also put additional pressure
on network carriers’ operating costs by offering flights at
reduced fare [1].

The large-scale market entry of LCCs has increased
competition and affected the fares charged by Legacy Car-
riers (LCs). The relative efficiency of the world’s airlines
has changed [2].

Increasing the aircraft utilization, the crew produc-
tivity, operating from secondary airports, using a young
andhomogeneousfleet and reducingairport charges allow
LCCs to practice cheaper flights. Figure 1 shows the differ-
ent costs between the low cost and the legacy carriers [3].

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to show the work
that is being done to study the performance and efficiency
between LCCs and LCs using a robust but flexible method-
ology, based on strategic key performance areas and re-
lated key performance indicators.

In section 2, the adopted methodology is described.

2 Methodology
Contemporary research in airline operational performance
frontier models encompasses several scientific methods
to analyse quantitatively the relate performance and effi-
ciency [4].

The research began by searching for the current sce-
nario of the air transport market, what is expected in the
future, and what will be the most vulnerable aspects. The
results led into the choice of a set of Key Performance In-
dicators (KPIs) for each Key Performance Area (KPA) previ-
ously selected. The sets of indicators were chosen accord-
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Figure 1:Main drivers of cost differences between LCCs and LCs [3].

Figure 2:Methodology.

ing to the most referred indicators in the airlines annual
reports, and also accordingly with references [5, 6] and [7].

Subsequently the assignment of weights for each in-
dicator were obtained throughout a negotiation (survey
and meetings) with experts, all professionals involved in
Aircraft Operations, Flight Safety and Air Transport Eco-
nomics and Management.

Finally, aMulti CriteriaDecisionAnalysis (MCDA) plat-
form called MACBETH (Measuring Attractiveness by a Cat-
egorical Based Evaluation technique) was used to obtain
the desired outputs (Differences Profile, Thermometer –
for each KPI, Classification, Overall Ranking, and Sensi-
bility Analysis), (Figure 2).

The core of this study lies on a MCDA. MACBETH is a
MCDA approach that only requires qualitative judgements
about differences of value to help an individual or a group
of individuals to quantify the relative attractiveness of op-
tions [8].

Figure 3: Decision Tree.

3 Key Performance Areas and Key
Performance Indicators

Four main areas were chosen: Transport Performance,
Business Performance, Personnel Performance and Envi-
ronmental Performance (Figure 3).
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Transport Performance

Passengers are the annual number of passengers. Aircrafts
are the number of aircrafts of the fleet. The available seat
kilometre, ASK, is a measure of an airline flight’s pas-
senger carrying capacity. It corresponds to the number of
seats available multiplied by the number of miles or kilo-
metres flown. The Load Factor, LF, is a measure of how
much of an airline passenger carrying capacity is used. It
means passenger-kilometres flown as a percentage of seat-
kilometres available.

Business Performance

This KPA groups eight key performance indicators,
namely: Operating Revenue per Passenger; Operating
Costs per Passenger; Operating Result (income) per Pas-
senger - where Operating Result is the difference between
the Revenues and Operating Costs; Operating Margin -
which is the percentage of Operating Result concerning
Revenues; EBITDA per Passenger - where EBITDA means
earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amor-
tization; EBITDA Margin - which corresponds to the ra-
tio of EBITDA by Revenues; Revenue per Available Seat-
Kilometre (RASK); and Operating Cost per Available Seat-
Kilometre (CASK).

Personnel

This area, which is related to the sustainability indicators,
consists of four Key Performance Indicators: Number of
employees, Staff per Passengers - where the Staff refers to
the Number of employees, Staff per Aircraft and Revenue
per Employee.

Figure 4: Example of MACBETH Judgements.

Environmental Performance

Finally, this area is composedof twoKeyPerformance Indi-
cators, namely: Fuel Consumption - in litres per Passenger,
and Carbon Dioxide Emissions - in kilograms per Passen-
ger.

4 Multi Criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA)

MCDA, or Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM), is a
decision-making tool aimed to support decision makers
who are faced with numerous and conflicting evalua-
tions [9]. An advantage of MCDA approach is that, it helps
decision makers to organise and synthesize such informa-
tion in a way which leads them to feel comfortable and
confident to make a decision, minimizing post-decision
regrets by assuring that all criteria or factors have prop-
erly been taken into account. Thus, we use the expression
MCDA as an umbrella term to describe a collection of for-
mal approacheswhich seek to take explicit account ofmul-
tiple criteria in helping individuals or groups of individu-
als explore decisions that are really important [10].

4.1 Measuring Attractiveness by a
Categorical Based Evaluation Technique
(MACBETH)

MACBETH is a decision-aid approach to multi criteria val-
uesmeasurement. Thegoal behind its conceptualization is
to allowmeasurement of the attractiveness or value of op-
tions through a non-numerical pairwise comparison ques-
tioning mode, which is based on seven qualitative cate-
gories of difference in attractiveness: is there no differ-
ence (indifference), or is the difference very weak, weak,
moderate, strong, very strong, or extreme (Figure 4). The
key distinction fromnumerical value-measurement proce-
dures, such as the simplemulti-attribute rating technique,
or SMARTapproach, is thatMACBETHuses only suchqual-
itative judgements of difference in attractiveness in order
to generate, by mathematical programming, value scores
for options andweights for criteria [11]. According to previ-
ous studies, preliminary results evidenced howMACBETH
approach seems to be very promisingwhen comparedwith
those (DEA based) traditionally in use [12]. Mainly because
not only MACBETH seems to be more user-friendly than
DEA but also it can be applied easily in managerial prac-
tice involving the stakeholders in the process.
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The mathematical foundations of MACBETH are ex-
plained in several publications as in [8] and [11].

Figure 4 is an example of a generic MACBETH Judge-
ments Matrix, where a, b, c, d and e could represent any
set of indicators, and below are the differences of attrac-
tiveness between them. Thus, the difference of attractive-
ness between a and b is very weak, between a and c is
moderate, and between c andd isweak. Between equal de-
scriptors there are no difference in attractiveness, and for
the cases where there is no difference of attractiveness as-
signed, MACBETH assigns a positive difference that guar-
antees the consistence of judgements, as it can be seen be-
tween a and e.

4.2 MACBETH and Airlines Performance and
Eflciency Evaluation

A set of six European airlines was chosen among LCs and
LCCs, respectively: Aer Lingus, Aeroflot and Turkish Air-
lines; and Ryanair, EasyJet and Air Berlin (EasyJet and
Ryanair are the largest LCCs in Europe followed not far be-
hind by Air Berlin [13]).

In this study two of the four key performance areas
mentioned abovewere used, as well as the related key per-
formance indicators: Transport Performance andBusiness
Performance. All data refers to the year 2013.

The study uses the efficiency of each area separately.

Transport Performance Area

Figure 5 is the decision tree of transport performance area,
an extract of the global decision tree as in Figure 3.

Figure 6 shows data available for each KPI of the KPA
of Transport Performance.

As stated in section 2, assignment of weights for each
indicator were given upon negotiation with experts, all

Figure 5: Decision Tree of Transport Performance Area.

professionals involved inAircraft Operations, Flight Safety
and Air Transport Economics and Management.

Figure 7 is the Ponderation Table, and depicts the
weights that were assigned to each indicator as well as the
relevance of the relationships among them. Themost rele-
vant is PAX indicator and least one is AIRCRAFTS. The col-
umn of Current Scale shows the weights assigned for each
KPI.

Based on the information of Figures 6 and 7, M-
MACBETH software attributed the scores of efficiency re-
lating to the transport performance of each carrier as in
Figure 8. It can be seen that the best results are obtained
by low cost carriers: RYR (79.03 points) and EZY (78.16
points). This ismainly due to the higher flow of passengers
(PAX), greater load factor (LF) and in some cases higher of-
fer (ASK). This is a table of scores, which have by reference
the Good value (sup.) with 100 points assigned and Neu-

Figure 6: Transport Performance Data.

Figure 7: Ponderation (Weighting) Table.

Figure 8: Table of Scores: Transportation.
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Figure 9: Global Thermometer: Trans-
portation.

Figure 10: Sensitivity Analysis on Weight: Load-Factor.

tral value (inf.) with 0 (zero) points assigned. Once the two
performance references are introduced into the MACBETH
model, the Criteria value scales automatically.

A negative score of “−3.49” attributed to the LF of
Aeroflot means a worse value than the neutral one. In that
dimension is anecessary and sufficient condition for a pro-
posal to be considered negative (worse than neutral) in the
set of all dimensions, this means that a determinant di-
mension has a non-compensatory nature [11].

Further down on the scoreboard is the first LC, the
Turkish Airlines, with a score of 48.66 points, followed by
the third LCC, the Russian Aeroflot, with 41.88 points. In
the last place is the IrishAer Lingus,with 35.27 points. Irish
Aer Lingus position is an obvious result for this KPA as this
carrier is the smaller one,with less thanhalf of the number
of aircrafts, and therefore less ASK.

Also the M-MACBETH platform allows to obtain a
graph with the results of global efficiency similar to that
of a thermometer (Figure 9) which shows the ranking po-
sition of the 6 carriers.

Figure 10 is the sensitivity analysis onweight of the LF.
The left vertical axis represents the overall score, and the
right vertical axis represents the LF scores for each carrier.
The red line represents theweight (31.32%) assigned to this
indicator as explained in Figure 6 above. Air Berlin (BER),
for example, has a better score than Aeroflot (AFL). How-
ever, if the weight of this indicator was below 20.00%, the
score of Aeroflot would be better than that of Air Berlin.

Figure 11: Decision Tree of Business Performance Area.

Otherwise, Air Berlin has a worse score than that of Turk-
ish Airlines (THY), but if the weight of this indicator was
above 50.00%, this situation would be inverted. Also it is
important to underline that if the LF weight was slightly
increased from 31.32% to 33.00% the relative position be-
tween RYR and EZY would change.

Business Performance Area

Figure 11 is the decision tree of business performance area,
an extract of the global decision tree as in Figure 3.

Figure 12 shows data available for each KPI of the KPA
of Business Performance.
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Figure 12: Business Performance Data.

Figure 13: Ponderation (Weighting) Table.

Figure 14: Table of Scores: Business.

It is evident how LCCs tend to have a smaller amount
of Revenue per Passenger (REV/PAX) mainly because the
lower fares they practice. Also it may be concluded that
these carriers have lower Costs per Passenger (COST/PAX).

To get a clear picture of these evidences let’s look at
the Income per Passenger (INC/PAX) and the Income Mar-
gin (INC MARG): the LCCs have lower values of Income
per Passenger than the Legacy ones; however, concern-
ing the Income Margin - which represents the ratio of In-
come per Revenues, LCCs clearly have better results than
the Legacy ones. The samemust be concluded for the Rev-
enue per Available Seat Kilometre (RASK), Cost per Avail-
able Seat Kilometre (CASK) and EBITDA per passenger
(EBITDA/PAX), which are clearly lower for Low Cost Car-
riers than for Legacy ones.

As stated in section 2, upon negotiation with special-
ists it was decided to assign equal weights (12.50) to all KPI
of this KPA. Figure 13 is the Ponderation Table, and depicts
precisely thoseweights as well as the relevance of the rela-
tionships among them. The most relevant is REV/PAX in-
dicator and less one is CASK. The column of Current Scale
shows the weights assigned for each KPI.

Based on the information of Figures 12 and 13 M-
MACBETH software attributed the scores of efficiency re-
lating to the business performance of each carrier as in
Figure 14. It can be seen that the best overall result is ob-
tainedbyTHY (67.73points) followedbyEZY (60.91 points).
The last position belongs to BER (25.28 points). As stated
above this is a table of scores, which has by reference the
Good value (sup.) with 100 points assigned and Neutral
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Figure 15: Global Thermometer: Busi-
ness.

Figure 16: Sensitivity Analysis on Weight: Revenue per Passenger.

value (inf.) with 0 (zero) points assigned. Once the two
performance references are introduced into the MACBETH
model, the Criteria value scales automatically.

Negative scores of “−0.20” and “−0.07” (BER for
INC/PAX and EBITDA Margin, respectively) as well as
“−0.04” (RYR for EBITDA per Passenger) mean a worse
value than the neutral one. The scores over 100.00 points
– the cases like AFL – REV/PAX (100.03 points), RYR –
INCMARG (100.02 points), andTHY–EBIDTA/PAX (100.08
points) – mean better values than the Good one.

Figure 15 shows the ranking position of the 6 carriers
based on this KPAof Business. There is a quite uniformdis-
tribution of scores among 5 carriers, with the exception of
Air Berlin.

Figure 16 is the sensitivity analysis on weight of the
Revenue per Passenger. The red line represents the weight
(12.50%) assigned to this indicator as explained in Fig-
ure 12 above. Thus, Turkish Airlines (THY) has a better
score than Aeroflot (AFL), (see left vertical axis). However,
if the weight of this indicator is changed from 12.50% to a
value above 40.00% the score of AFL would be better than
that of THY. Otherwise, actually Ryanair has a worse score
than Aeroflot, but if the weight of this indicator is changed
to below 5.00% the situation would reverse.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
Performance of the LCCs and LCs changes depending on
the area upon which they are compared: LCCs have higher
efficiencies based on Transport Performance KPA while
LCs have higher performance efficiencies based on Busi-
ness Performance KPA. LCCs low prices implies lower rev-
enue per passenger, which necessarily does notmean they
have a lower income margin because the cost per passen-
ger is lower too. Still, LCCs need higher flow of passengers
aswell as greater offer than the LCs to obtain better results.

The main idea of this study was to test this model for
the carriers’ efficiency, both legacy and low cost. Whenwe
simulate different scenarios with two KPAs the results vary
dramatically, so that in the future it will be interesting to
include all KPAs to understand how these areas may influ-
ence the overall performance of a carrier too. Also data col-
lected must be extended to several years in order to eval-
uate the performance of a single carrier over a set of years
(self-benchmarking) or the performance of several carriers
with each other (benchmarking).

There is an ongoing survey sent to a wider range
of Air Transport experts in order to obtain more robust
weights thus to mitigate the subjectivity of the assignment
of weights.
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Acronyms
AFL Aeroflot
ASK Available Seat kilometres
BER Air Berlin
CASK Revenue per Available Seat kilometre
COST/PAX Cost per Passenger
DEA Data Envelopment Analysis
EBITDAMARG EBITDA Margin
EBITDA Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depre-

ciation, and Amortization
EIN Aer Lingus
EZY EasyJet
IATA International Air Transport Association
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organiza-

tion
INC MARG Income Margin
INC/PAX Income per Passenger
KPA Key Performance Area
KPI Key Performance Indicator
LCC Low Cost Carrier
LC Legacy (Flag) Carrier
LF Load Factor
MACBETH Measuring Attractiveness by a Category

Based Evaluation Technique
MCDA Multi Criteria Decision Analysis
MCDM Multi Criteria Decision Making
PAX Passengers
RASK Revenue per Available Seat kilometre
REV/PAX Revenue per Passenger
RYR Ryanair
THY Turkish Airlines
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